In this paper, we investigate a multicast routing problem with quality of service constraints on ad hoc vehicular networks. An integer programming formulation for the problem is proposed that forms the basis of a relax-and-fix heuristic designed with the goal of producing feasible solutions of good quality. In addition, preprocessing procedures relying on simple and constrained shortest paths are developed that reduce the model size to the point of making it viable to compute. Computational experiments on benchmark instances generated to mimic realistic settings are reported. The results highlight the effectiveness of the relax-and-fix heuristic and the importance of the preprocessing routines for the computability of the proposed mathematical model.
Introduction
Advances in wireless technologies have contributed to the emergence of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). A MANET is an autoconfigured network consisting of a collection of wireless mobile nodes independently linked one to another without the need of any infrastructure. Usually these nodes are personal computer devices, small mobile devices, sensors, and cell phones, among others.
With the expansion of mobile technologies, the design of intelligent transport has attracted the attention of many researchers and industries that aim to provide such types of technologies. Among area transmitting in the same frequency), and the likelihood of link duration. The goal of the work is to find a minimum generating tree considering the QoS constraints. The proposed protocol was revealed to be superior with respect to the evaluation of the following criteria: bandwidth, packet delivery rate, and order-to-order delay. However, the authors noticed a small overload of processing. In addition to the protocol simulation, the authors also tested the algorithm to evaluate its performance in constructing the routes according to the QoS constraints. Souza (2012) developed the MAV-AODV routing protocol for VANETs based on ant colonies, which is an extension of a known routing protocol called MAODV (multicast ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing protocol) and uses vehicle mobility information to increase multicast routing stability. The author proposed an algorithm based on ant colonies to optimize the construction and maintenance of multicast trees. The proposed protocol was evaluated in a discrete event simulation environment for computer networks in a scenario of 1600 m × 1500 m, with simulation times of 150 seconds and the number of vehicles varying between 25 and 100. The protocol developed was compared with two protocols that are used in MANETs, MAODV and PUMA (protocol for unified multicasting through announcement). Five criteria were evaluated: maximum end-to-end delay, variation of end-to-end delay, routing overhead, delivery rate of delivered packets, and packet redundancy. The results showed that the proposed protocol was superior to MAODV for several criteria. However, its performance was lower than that of PUMA, except with respect to packet redundancy. Correia et al. (2011) proposed a routing protocol to VANETS, based on the DYMO reactive protocol modified by an ant colony optimization strategy. The optimization makes use of information such as the speed and the position of vehicles to aid in the choice of routes. The protocol was validated in a software for network simulation in a scenario of 1600 m × 1500 m, with a varying number of vehicles (25, 50, 75, 100, and 150) . Three measures of QoS were considered to evaluate the results: average number of packets, average end-to-end delay, and routing overhead. The results showed that the proposed protocol was superior to the native DYMO protocol with respect to the average end-to-end criterion, while protocol DYMO performed better for the other two criteria.
A mathematical formulation for multicast routing with QoS constraints
In this section, we develop an integer programming model for the multicast routing problem with QoS constraints. This model is based on a multicommodity flow formulation, where several products must be shipped in a network from their source to their destination vertices. We also describe how instances were generated to validate this formulation, and report on preliminary results obtained by a mathematical solver that computes the model.
Integer programming model
The multicast routing problem (MRP) was investigated earlier in the literature (Wang and Hou, 2000; Koch et al., 2001; Oliveira and Pardalos, 2011) . Oliveira and Pardalos (2011) state that the multicast routing problem generalizes the classic minimum Steiner tree problem in graphs, which is known to be NP-hard. Our IP formulation for the multicast routing problem with QoS constraints explores this fact insofar, as it includes several features of the best formulations available for the Steiner problem.
In that vein, the multicast routing problem with QoS constraints is modeled through a directed graph G = (V, A) representing a network, where V denotes its set of vertices, which can be vehicles or fixed nodes containing some of the network infrastructure, and A a set of arcs (links). A source vertex s is defined, as well as a subset D of destination vertices or terminals, with D ⊆ V \{s}. The remaining vertices of G, i.e., those in V \(D ∪ {s}), constitute the set S, and are called optional or Steiner vertices.
Four real nonnegative values are associated to each arc (i, j) ∈ A: λ i j , ξ i j , α i j , and ω i j . These values represent, respectively, the end-to-end delay, the jitter, an estimation of the connection duration, and the bandwidth in the corresponding link, which are the coefficients of the QoS constraints mentioned in Section 1. Two facts are worth mentioning at this point. First, since the links in the communication network are bidirectional, if arc (i, j) belongs to A, then the reverse arc ( j, i) is also in A and is associated with the same four values just described. Second, when the bandwidth ω i j of link (i, j) falls below the threshold required for the QoS, the corresponding arcs are not added to A as they can never be part of a feasible solution to MRPQOS. A multicast arborescence T of G has the source vertex s as its root and spans all the destination vertices in D and, possibly, some vertices of S, but not necessarily all of them. To be a feasible solution for MRPQOS, T must be such that the total delay and the total jitter in the path from s to every destination vertex cannot exceed the maximum values allowed for these measures. In addition, the difference between the maximum and the minimum delays of such paths is also constrained by a given upper bound.
Although the graph described above allows for a correct modeling of the problem, we slightly alter it, to ensure that any feasible solution corresponds to a spanning arborescence. This is convenient because strong IP formulations are known for arborecences (Magnanti and Wolsey, 1995) . The changes in the graph are the following. First, we add a new vertex s and a new arc from s to s . Then, an extra arc from s to each optional vertex q ∈ S is also created. The resulting graph is G = (V , A ), where V = V ∪ {s } and A = A ∪ {(s, s )} ∪ {(s , q) : q ∈ S}. As said before, feasible solutions in this graph are given by arborescences rooted at s that span all the vertices in V . However, some additional constraints need to be met. The arborescence must include the arc (s, s ) and, whenever an arc (s , q) is present for some q ∈ S, the vertex q is a leaf. The purpose here is to have in the subtree rooted at s all the optional vertices that are not in the solution of the original graph G. Figure 1 illustrates the situation. The optimal multicast tree corresponds to the subtree rooted at s that is obtained after the removal of the arc (s, s ). The other subtree, rooted at s , is a star with the leaves corresponding to the unused Steiner vertices.
Prior to describing the formulation of MRPQOS, we list the parameters used in the equations: The integer programming model for the MRPQOS now reads:
The objective function (1) minimizes the weighted total cost of the solution. The coefficient μ i j associated to an arc (i, j) ∈ A in the objective function is given by μ i j = θ c + θ p λ i j − θ d α i j , which encompasses the weighted cost of using the link and paying for its delay, as well as being rewarded for the duration of its connection. For arcs in A \ A, that is, those having s as head or tail, the cost coefficient is null. Constraints (2)-(4) impose the flow conservation at each vertex, while ensuring that only one unit of flow goes from the source s to each destination k ∈ D ∪ S. Constraints (5) guarantee that there can be no flow passing through arc (i, j) and headed to a vertex k ∈ D, unless the arc belongs to the optimal arborescence. Constraint (6) limits the maximum end-to-end delay for each path from source s to a destination k ∈ D to d . Constraint (7) certifies that the maximum jitter of a path that connects the source s to any destination is at most j . Constraint (8) ensures that the difference between the delays from the source and any pair of terminals does not exceed a given limit v . Constraint (9) enforces that the flow destined to any vertex k ∈ D cannot pass through s . Constraint (10) imposes that, for every optional vertex q ∈ S, no flow can pass through arc (s , q) unless it is destined to q itself. Constraint (11) ensures that, if s is in the path from s to q ∈ S, no arc entering or leaving q and coming from or going to any node i ∈ D ∪ S belongs to the optimal arborescence. Constraint (12) enforces that the solution has |V | = |D| + |S| + 1 arcs and, therefore, spans the graph G . Constraints (13) are similar to (5) in that they forbid the flow heading to a vertex q ∈ S to circulate in an arc that is not in the arborescence. Constraints (9)-(13) enforce the connection of all optional vertices that are not in paths from the source s to any destination vertex. They are leaves of the arborescence and can be reached from the source s via vertex s . Finally, constraints (14)-(16) define the variable domains.
Notice that there are no inequalities in the formulation forcing variable y i j to be set to zero when none of the paths from the source s to a terminal uses it. This is done because, in realworld instances, its coefficient μ i j in the objective function is positive and MRPQOS is naturally a minimization problem.
Instance generation
There is no consensus among authors of previously published papers on the routing problem in VANETs with regard to the instances to be used for testing. Each author creates his or her own benchmark for the validation of the proposed algorithm or protocol. This appears in the works of Bitam and Mellouk (2013) , Souza (2012) , Souza et al. (2013) , and Fazio et al. (2013) . More important, the set of QoS metrics that are considered in these articles differ from that considered here and, therefore, the instances there miss relevant data for MRPQOS. As a consequence, these benchmarks are of no use for us. In light of this, we built our own benchmark to evaluate the mathematical model of Section 3.1.
The first step in generating instances for the MRPQOS involves the choice of the roads and highways to form the street network. For this task, we use the maps available at the Open Street Map (OSM; Haklay and Weber, 2008) , which is a collaborative mapping project to create a free and editable map of the world that has been in development since 2004.
After selecting the desired information from the OSM, i.e., the part of the map of interest, the data are processed, converted, and then imported into SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility), an open-source platform for simulating urban mobility (Krajzewicz et al., 2012) .
The next step to start the vehicle simulation process in SUMO is the creation of the mobility model through the insertion of vehicles, traffic lights, and other components inherent to car traffic on the map. Once this task is completed, the vehicle traffic simulation process begins, exporting the data of vehicle movement, which are necessary for the next step.
The data exported from SUMO are fed into network simulator NS-2, which is a discrete event simulator for telecommunication network research, initially developed by the University of Berkeley and broadly used by the scientific community (Issariyakul and Hossain, 2011) . The network simulation process is then initiated and, at any moment, one can extract from NS-2 the information relative to the current topology of the network and build the graph corresponding to the present status of the communication network, with its nodes (vehicles) and links (connections between the vehicles). Such a graph serves for evaluating our mathematical model as, among the gathered information, we also have the metrics that are needed to describe an instance of MRPQOS. Despite the limitations inherent to the simulation process, this instance is believed to reflect real situations very closely. Figure 2 depicts a simplified flowchart of the instance generation process. It begins with the map extraction in OSM, goes through the simulation in SUMO, accompanied by the definition of the mobility model, and ends with the simulation process in NS-2, from where the instance is finally built. The tests were carried out in three groups totaling 39 instances created from parts of the real city maps of Washington DC, Berlin, and Geneva. The number of vertices of these instances varies between 9 and 500, the number of terminal vertices between 3 and 125, and the number of arcs between 26 and 2430.
Experiments with the MIP model
All the programs implemented in this work were coded in C++ and compiled with GNU G++ 6.3.1. To compute the IP models we used IBM CPLEX 12.6.1 with the runtime limit set to 2400 seconds for each run of each instance. The experiments were conducted on a computer with a 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7 processor, 24 GB of RAM, and running under the Linux (Fedora 25) operating system. Table 1 exhibits the relevant data of the instances of our benchmark along with the CPLEX results when receiving the MIP model as input. All results consider the following weights for the cost metrics: θ c = 27, θ p = 65, and
The first column of Table 1 identifies each instance, whereas the second, third, and fourth columns indicate their numbers of vertices, arcs, and terminals, respectively. The next two columns present the number of constraints and variables in the model. The seventh column displays the time in seconds needed to compute the model. The acronym TLE stands for "time limit exceeded," meaning that the solver was interrupted prematurely without reaching the optimum. The eighth column corresponds to the number of nodes explored in the enumeration tree at the time the computation stopped. Finally, the last two columns show, respectively, the upper (primal) and lower (dual) bounds computed at this point.
Of the 39 instances in the benchmark, only four had their optimality proven. The respective rows are highlighted in dark gray ( ) in the table. The rows in light gray ( ) correspond to the 
Preprocessing for model reduction
A common technique applied to reduce the size of IP models is to look for variables that can have their values fixed without sacrificing optimality . Specifically, in the case of MRPQOS, given a terminal vertex k and an arc (i, j), we try to establish that arc (i, j) cannot take part in a feasible path leading from the source vertex s to a terminal k. If so, variable x k i j can be safely set to zero or, in other words, it can be eliminated from the model, reducing its size. To check the viability of using arc (i, j) in a path from the source s to a terminal k, we can compute bounds for both the minimum delay and the minimum jitter needed for building such path.
Preprocessing MRPQOS
The general idea goes as follows. Let r be a resource associated to the arcs of the network G so that, for arc (i, j), r i j is the amount of resource r consumed when this arc is traversed. For a path P from the source s to a terminal k to be feasible, the sum of the r values for all arcs in P cannot exceed a given quantity r . Now, let LB ri be a lower bound on the amount of resource r that is needed to go from s to i and, analogously, let LB jk be a lower bound on the resource r that is needed to go from j to k. Then, if
we know that no feasible path going from the source s to terminal k can use arc (i, j). As a consequence, variable x k i j can be set to zero or, equivalently, can be dropped from the MIP model. For MRPQOS, there are two resources to consider: delay and jitter.
In view of the above arguments, we devise three procedures intended to eliminate variables from our formulation. Essentially, they differ in the way the bounds in Equation (17) are obtained. Nevertheless, these bounds are all based on shortest path computations as explained next.
Consider an instance of MRPQOS defined by the directed graph G and the functions λ and ξ that assign, respectively, delay and jitter values to each of its arcs. The following notations and definitions are used: r G λ : directed graph G with arc costs given by the function λ and arc resources given by function ξ ; r G ξ : same as above, but with the roles of the functions λ and ξ interchanged; r G T r : the transpose of graph G r for r ∈ {λ, ξ } (i.e., with arc directions reversed); r SP (r, u, v) : the shortest path from u to v in graph G r , where r is in {λ, ξ } and u and v is any pair of distinct vertices in G r ; r CSP (r, u, v, t ) : the shortest path from u to v in G r constrained to use at most t units of resource t, where r and t are in {λ, ξ }, r = t and u and v is any pair of distinct vertices in G r ; and r CSP T (r, u, v, t ): same as above with G r replaced by G T r (the transpose graph). 12 C. C. Ribeiro et al. / Intl. Trans. in Op. Res. 00 (2018) We now describe the tests we devised to verify if an arc variable x k i j can be excluded from the MIP model. These tests are classified as weak, moderate, and strong, depending on how many times shortest and constrained shortest path computations are used to obtain the bounds in Equation (17). If both bounds correspond to the length of a shortest path, the test is considered weak. On the opposite side, a test is said to be strong if the two bounds are based on constrained shortest paths. Finally, in a moderate test, one bound is given by a shortest path and the other by a constrained shortest path. The tests are the following:
Weak vertex elimination (WVE). For a given vertex i ∈ S and a resource
then vertex i can be removed from the graph. Explanation and variable fixing. The least amount of resource r necessary to go from source s to terminal k through vertex i exceeds the allowable limit. Hence, vertex i cannot be in any feasible path and, therefore, it can be removed from the graph together with all arcs incident to it. This means that all variables of the form x k i j and x k ji for all k ∈ D are eliminated from the model.
Moderate vertex elimination (MVE).
For a given vertex i ∈ S and resources r and t in {λ, ξ } with
then vertex i can be removed from the graph. Explanation and variable fixing. The argument is analogous to the previous test. The difference here is that the bound in the first term is strengthened by using a shortest path constrained to do not overuse resource t.
Weak arc elimination (WAE). For a given arc
then the arc (i, j) cannot appear in a feasible path from s to k. Explanation and variable fixing. The minimum amount of resource r necessary to go from source s to i, traverse arc (i, j), and then go from j to terminal k surpasses the permitted limit. So, the variable x k i, j can be eliminated. 4. Moderate arc elimination (MAE). For a given arc (i, j) ∈ A, a terminal k ∈ D and resources r and t in {λ, ξ } with r = t, if
then the arc (i, j) cannot be in a feasible path from s to k. Explanation and variable fixing. Similar to the previous test, except that the first bound was strengthened by the computation of a constrained shortest path in the same way as in Equation (19 
This is because, if the flow goes from the source s to terminal k and traverses arc (i, j), then the quantity of resource t consumed to go from i to k is limited from below by min{SP(t, i, ) : ∈ D, = i}. Thus, one is left with at most t minus this amount of resource t to go from s to i. Consequently, the length of the constrained shortest path given by this formula is a lower bound to the amount of resource r that is spent when going from the source s to i. Now, going back to Equation (17), the second lower bound is obtained by the equation
Initially, let us analyze the meaning of the term t − CSP (t, s, j, r ) in this expression. It corresponds to an upper bound on the amount of resource t that is available to go from j to k, as it assumes we have spent the least possible amount of this resource to reach j coming from s. It is clear then that the outer constrained shortest path in the formula gives a valid lower bound to the amount of resource r needed to go from j to k. The fact that this constrained shortest path is computed for the transpose graph has to do with the computational complexity that will be discussed later. From the above, the SAE test is derived: if
then the arc (i, j) cannot appear in a feasible path from the source s to terminal k. Explanation and variable fixing. Once the validity of the lower bounds have already been established above, the arguments from the previous test can be repeated, leading to the elimination of the variable x k i j .
A few words about the computational complexity of the tests above are worth adding. All these computations are done on the graph G = (V, A) or its transpose. Let n = |V |, m = |A| and d = |D|, i.e., d is the number of terminal vertices in V . Since the running time of the tests depends on the computation of shortest and constrained shortest paths required in each case, let #SP and #CSP be, respectively, the complexities of computing, respectively, shortest and constrained shortest paths in G or G T . It is well known that #SP is O(n 2 ) for single source and O(n 3 ) for all-pair shortest paths computations (see, e.g., Cormen et al., 2009 ). On the other hand, the constrained shortest path problem is NP-hard (see Handler and Zang, 1980 , Minoux and Ribeiro, 1986 , and Ribeiro and Minoux, 1985 . This said, the complexities of our tests are given by (a) WVE:
and (e) SAE:
, where the first and second terms of the last summation are the complexities associated to Equations (22) and (23), respectively. Notice that using FloydWarshall's algorithm to compute all-pair shortest paths, the n 2 O(#SP) terms in these complexities can all be replaced by O(n 3 ). Also, observe that in the second term corresponding to the complexity of the SAE test, the use of the transpose graph avoids the computation of constrained shortest paths between all pairs of vertices in V \ {s}. This is so because we can constrain the set of source vertices to the terminals.
We are now in position to present the three procedures we developed to eliminate variables from the MIP model based on the five tests just described.
r Procedure SP-SP: uses tests WVE and WAE in that order (i.e., vertices are removed from the graph prior to eliminating arcs from paths to some terminals).
r Procedure CSP-SP: uses tests MVE and MAE in that order (same rationale as before). r Procedure CSP-CSP: uses test SAE alone, as it is the most expensive one, requiring the computation of more constrained shortest paths.
As said earlier, the constrained shortest path problem is NP-hard. Exact algorithms exist to solve the problem that are efficient in practice (see Irnich and Desaulniers, 2005) . Our implementations use the label-setting algorithm available in the BOOST library (see Boost, 2018) .
The results obtained by the MIP models reduced by the application of the three above procedures are discussed next. In the discussion that follows, the model originated from each procedure X is named MIP-X. Besides, it is worth mentioning that all running times reported include the time consumed by the respective procedure to perform shortest and constrained shortest path calculations. They are negligible compared to the solver's running time.
Computational experiments with reduced MIP models
Tables 2-4 exhibit the data relative to the execution of the MIP models from procedures SP-SP, CSP-SP, and CSP-CSP, respectively. As for Table 1 , rows highlighted in dark gray ( ) refer to instances whose optimality was proven within the time limit of 2400 seconds, while rows in light gray ( ) correspond to instances for which a feasible solution was found but the duality gap remained open. The first column in each of these tables identifies the instance, the next column shows the number of constraints after the execution of procedure SP-SP. The third column shows the reduction in the number of constraints in percentage when compared to the original model. The fourth and fifth columns give the same values relative to the number of model variables. The four last columns are analogous to their counterparts in Table 1 .
We first analyze the number of instances for which the optimum was computed and those for which a feasible solution was found that could not be proved to be optimal. These data are summarized in Table 5 .
It is clear that preprocessing is crucial to improve performance. The number of instances solved by the reduced models compared to the original MIP model increased more than four times in all cases. In addition, the total number of instances for which a feasible solution was found was multiplied by factor of 3. As expected, MIP-CSP-CSP performed better than the other models, achieving optimality in 18 cases (46.15% of the test problems) and feasibility in 31 cases (79.49% of the test problems). It is interesting that, despite MIP-SP-SP being based on the weakest tests, this model was the only one where CPLEX encountered a feasible solution for instance Berlin-100-25. This behavior is likely due to the strategic decisions made to traverse the enumeration tree that are implemented in the solver.
In regard to the decrease in the model size, the overall reductions in percentage in the number of constraints and variables with respect to the original MIP reveal that the three procedures reached quite similar results. The statistics for each model are tabulated in Table 6 . These very close results are not enough to explain the differences in performances over the three reduced MIPs. As the elimination of some constraints (such as constraints (5)) is directly implied by variable eliminations, we focus on the latter case. We compute the average rank of each model for all 39 instances, in such a way that the smaller the rank of the model, the higher is its variable reduction. Recall that average ranks are calculated so that when k methods have the ith best rank, they all get an average rank of k(2i + k − 1)/(2k). The reason for the superior performance of MIP-CSP-CSP becomes more apparent now, as it was ranked first in 35 cases, with four ties, and ranked second in the remaining four cases. Of course, as it relies on stronger tests, MIP-CSP-CSP was expected to Table 7 Number of instances for which each reduction procedure obtained a given average rank To analyze the computing times, we concentrate on the 17 instances solved to optimality by the three reduced MIPs, discarding instance Washington-40-10 that could not be solved by MIP-SP-SP. Again, we make use of average ranks. A cell in the Table 7 shows the number of instances that a method got a given average rank.
One can check from the data that the greater reductions obtained by MIP-CSP-CSP translate directly into gains in running times. The average computing times (in seconds) on the 17 instances were 565.12 for MIP-SP-SP, 561.14 for MIP-CSP-SP, and 374.12 for MIP-CSP-CSP. Therefore, on average, MIP-CSP-CSP saved about one-third of the computing time needed by the two other methods. A somewhat unexpected result is that MIP-SP-SP was faster than any other method for three instances. Although we were not able to find a clear explanation for this, again, such behavior may have been caused by the solver's internal heuristics. 
A relax-and-fix heuristic for MRPQOS
We propose a heuristic for the MRPQOS based on the relax-and-fix approach (cf. Wolsey, 1998) . This method starts with a relaxation of an integer formulation of the problem being investigated. Then, a series of iterations are executed in which three basic steps are made: (a) a subset of the continuous variables in the model are forced to take integer values, (b) the optimum of the resulting model is computed, and (c) the variables in the chosen subset are fixed to their optimal values in subsequent iterations. If the current model is found to be infeasible in step (b), then the heuristic fails and no solution is returned.
Algorithm and pseudocode
In the case of MRPQOS, the algorithm of the relax-and-fix heuristic relies on the integer programming formulation proposed in Section 3.1. The linear relaxation of MIP is obtained replacing constraints (14), (15), and (16) by their respective relaxations, that is, by constraints
The pseudocode of the relax-and-fix RNF heuristic is presented in Algorithm 1. In line 2, MODEL is initialized with the linear relaxation of the MIP-CSP-CSP formulation in Section 3. Line 5 computes a shortest path P from s to k constrained to a maximum delay of d using the same costs μ i j associated to the arcs (i, j) of A as in the MIP formulation. The delay consumed in path P is used to determine the order in which the terminals are processed. Line 10 sorts the terminals in nondecreasing order of the delay consumption of the respective paths computed in line 5. The intuition behind this step is that the higher the position of a terminal k in the sorted list, the more difficult it should be to find a "cheap" path from s to k that respects the delay limit. So, after this line, the terminals can be thought as being sorted from the easiest to the hardest ones to connect.
The loop in lines 11-21 attempts to obtain a feasible arborescence by constructing a path joining s to one terminal at each iteration. The order in which the terminals are treated is such that the most difficult to connect, according to the discussion above, are considered first. At the beginning of an iteration, an arborescence rooted at s is available that connects all terminals visited in the previous iterations (i.e., those whose labels are stored in index[ ], for > count). This arborescence corresponds to the binary variables whose values were fixed in earlier iterations (in line 18). The next terminal to be connected is determined in line 12. To find the best way to connect the current terminal k to this partial solution, the arc variables associated to k, which were relaxed before, are now forced to be binary in line 13. Then, the resulting mixed integer model is optimized in line 14. If the status of the model is INFEASIBLE, the heuristic fails to produce a solution for MRPQOS and stops in line 16. Otherwise, a feasible path was found that connects k to the current arborescence. To force this path to take part of the solution being built, in line 18 the arc variables corresponding to k are set to their optimal values computed in line 14. Line 20 updates the counter for the next iteration. Finally, if the loop has not been prematurely interrupted in line 16, the algorithm returns a feasible solution in line 22.
Algorithm 1. Relax-and-fix heuristic

Computational experiments with the RNF heuristic
The solutions produced by the RNF heuristic are now compared with those generated by the MIP and the MIP-CSP-CSP models and reported in Tables 1 and 4 , respectively. The results from MIP were considered in this analysis because, among the options offered in this work, this is the easiest one to implement as it only requires loading the MIP model in a commercial solver. On the other hand, it makes sense to compare the RNF heuristic with the MIP-CSP-CSP as the latter yielded the best results so far, at least in what concerns optimal solutions. We now assess these methods relatively to their ability to compute, in an efficient way, solutions that are not necessarily optimal but still have good quality. The computational setup is the same as in the previous experiments, including the running time limit of 2400 seconds. Table 8 summarizes the results obtained by the three methods for the instances in our benchmark. The first column identifies the instance. The second and third columns show the cost of the best solution obtained and the computation time for the MIP model, i.e., without preprocessing. The fourth and fifth columns give the same information, but relative to model MIP-CSP-CSP. Among the 18 instances with known optima, i.e., those whose rows are highlighted in dark gray ( ), RNF succeeded to obtain them four times. In the remaining 14 cases, the average deviation from the optimum was 5.89%, with the median being only 3.20% and the maximum attaining 25.93% (observed for instance Washington-20-10).
There are 13 instances for which a feasible solution was found by MIP-CSP-CSP but whose optimality could not be proved, for which their rows are highlighted in light gray ( ). In this group, instance Geneva-sparse-400-10 is the only one for which MIP-CSP-CSP found a feasible solution and the RNF heuristic failed to do so. The remaining 12 instances have their names in Table 8 followed by a "+" sign when the cost of the solution produced by RNF has a larger cost than that coming from MIP-CSP-CSP, otherwise a "−" sign is shown. One can see that in three of these instances, RNF found a better solution than MIP-CSP-CSP, while the opposite occurred in the nine other cases. We compute the gap in percentage between the solutions of the two methods through the formula ((z RNF − z MIP-CSP-CSP )/z MIP-CSP-CSP ) × 100, where z X is the cost of the solution obtained by method X . The average gap was 5.44% with a median value of 3.81% and, although the extreme cases are far from the average gap (the maximum was 37.14% for Berlin-sparse-100-17 and the minimum −16.49% for Geneva-sparse-500-10), in general, one can say that RNF performs only slightly worse than MIP-CSP-CSP with respect to solution quality.
It should be noticed that RNF returned feasible solutions for Berlin-100-17, Berlin-100-25, Berlinsparse-100-10, and Berlin-sparse-100-25. In these four cases, MIP-CSP-CSP was unable to find feasible solutions. However, the true benefits of using RNF are better illustrated by the analysis of computing times.
The average and median running times for RNF over the 34 instances for which it has succeeded were 116.80 and 54.84 seconds, respectively. These values drop, respectively, to 41.04 and 23.01 seconds (with a maximum of 193.63 seconds), if we consider only the instances with known optima. For this latter group of instances, the same statistics for MIP-CSP-CSP are 467.87 and 273.64 seconds (with a maximum of 2223.51 seconds), i.e., one order of magnitude higher.
From the previous analysis, the RNF heuristic appears as a viable alternative to tackle problem MRPQOS, as it most often produces solutions of high quality in short computing times. In spite of that, improvements in Algorithm 1 are possible. For example, the constrained shortest path computed in line 5 could also consider the jitter as the bounding resource. Our decision to use the delay to play this role was based on the fact that, in our benchmark, delay was more restrictive than jitter in general. Of course, we could simply rerun the algorithm using jitter rather than delay, and pick the best solution between the two runs. This would likely double the computing times but, as we privileged the efficiency of the heuristic, we opted for not doing so.
Additional enhancements to the RNF heuristics can be conceived. For instance, to reduce the failures of the heuristic and to encounter better solutions, one could think of embedding the main loop of lines 11-21 into an external loop that is repeated for a limited number of iterations and where the greedy choice driven by the sorting in line 10 is randomized in the same way as in the Ribeiro et al. / Intl. Trans. in Op. Res. 00 (2018) construction phase of the GRASP metaheuristic (cf. Resende and Ribeiro, 2016) . Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the feasibility version of the MRPQOS is most likely NP-hard, since it is closely related to the problem of finding a minimum cost Steiner tree with bounded diameter and other difficult problems on optimal trees (cf. Ho et al., 1991; Ding and Xue, 2014) . As a consequence, even proving that an instance has no feasible solution could be a quite challenging task. In our benchmark, no solution was found by any method for four instances. Therefore, in case they were actually infeasible, even the randomization discussed above would not be helpful.
To complete the presentation of the experimental results, Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate, respectively, the input graph and the solution produced by the RNF heuristic for instance Washington-40-7. The input graph for the largest instance solved by the heuristic, Berlin-100-10, is displayed in Fig. 5 . In these drawings, the green vertex is the source, while the red ones are the terminals. Ribeiro et al. / Intl. Trans. in Op. Res. 00 (2018) 
Conclusions
This paper investigated a multicast routing problem with QoS constraints on VANETs. An integer programming formulation for the problem was proposed that forms the basis of a relax-and-fix heuristic designed with the goal of producing feasible solutions of good quality. In addition, preprocessing procedures relying on simple and constrained shortest paths were developed that reduce the model size to the point of making it viable to compute. Realistic test instances were generated and computational experiments were reported that confirm the importance of the preprocessing and the effectiveness of the relax-and-fix heuristic.
As the methods proposed here immediately benefit from any improvement in the preprocessing procedures, the development of stronger and more efficient tests to reduce the model size is a promising research direction. Also, considering the practical application, it would be desirable to conceive heuristics to find feasible solutions very fast, even at the expense of some loss in quality. The latter issue is studied in a forthcoming paper.
